POST YOUR JOB ANNOUNCEMENT

Add your department's positions to our next e-Flier, where 98% of the top 100 universities in the USA advertise their positions:
- https://sciences.academickeys.com/all/landing_client.php

_________________________________________________________

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS:

Director of the Stevens Inst. for Artificial Intelligence
Stevens Institute of Technology
Computer Science
Hoboken, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134498&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Founding Director, IT Research Computing Services
University of Rhode Island
IT Research Computing Services
South Kingstown, RI, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 22, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133942&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Dean
University of Washington, Bothell
School of Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Bothell, WA, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 20, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133822&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e
Chair of the Dept. of Physics of the School of Sci. and Humanities
Nazarbayev University
School of Sciences and Humanities
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Date Posted: Nov. 13, 2019

[Link to AcademicKeys.com for job posting]

Executive Director, Real Estate Foundation
North Carolina A & T State University
University Foundation
Greensboro, NC, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 29, 2019

[Link to AcademicKeys.com for job posting]

Associate Vice Provost for Enrollment Management
North Carolina A & T State University
Office of the Provost
Greensboro, NC, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 11, 2019

[Link to AcademicKeys.com for job posting]

New Chief Internal Auditor
Dallas County Community College District
Senior Administration
Dallas, TX, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 7, 2019

[Link to AcademicKeys.com for job posting]

ACADEMIC POSITIONS

NEW! - Assistant Professor, Computer Science
North Carolina A & T State University
Computer Science
Greensboro, NC, United States
Date Posted: Jan. 17, 2020

[Link to AcademicKeys.com for job posting]
NEW! - Lecturer - Dept. of Mathematics - Coll. of Letters...
University of California Berkeley
The Department of Mathematics
Berkeley, CA, United States
Date Posted: Jan. 15, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=136598&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

NEW! - Comp. Info Sci. Faculty Recruitment Campaign in Wa...
Higher Colleges of Technology
Human Resources
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Jan. 15, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=136291&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

NEW! - KAP Lecturer
University of Kansas
Mathematics
Lawrence, KS, United States
Date Posted: Jan. 14, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=136281&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

NEW! - Adjunct Faculty, Computer and Information Sciences
The University of St. Thomas

St. Paul, MN, United States
Date Posted: Jan. 14, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=136163&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

NEW! - Lecturer in Financial Mathematics
The University of Sydney
School of Mathematics and Statistics
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
Date Posted: Jan. 8, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135886&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e
NEW! - Lecturers and Senior Lecturers  
The Ohio State University  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
Columbus, OH, United States  
Date Posted: Jan. 7, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135857&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

NEW! - Specialist  
School of Information  
University of California Berkeley  

Berkeley, CA, United States  
Date Posted: Jan. 7, 2020

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135850&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

NEW! - Museum Facilitation Coordinator (4158U), Lawrence ...  
University of California Berkeley  

Berkeley, CA, United States  
Date Posted: Dec. 30, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135715&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

NEW! - Assistant Professor  
Tufts University  
School of Engineering  
Boston, MA, United States  
Date Posted: Dec. 20, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135445&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

NEW! - Environmental Data Sci. - Full-time Lecturer (Non-...  
Tufts University  
School of Arts & Sciences: Environmental Studies  
Medford, MA, United States  
Date Posted: Dec. 20, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135430&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e
2761/1219F - Lecturer in Statistics
The University of Sydney
School of Mathematics and Statistics
Sydney, NSW, Australia
Date Posted: Dec. 18, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135203&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Assistant/Associate Prof. of Simulation Science, Gaming a...
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Prescott, AZ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 17, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=135192&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Open Search for Information Sci. / Information Tech. for ...
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Informatics Department
Newark, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 12, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134968&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Asst. Professor, School of Information Science: Informati...
University of Kentucky
8M500: School of Information Science
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 11, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134762&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Assistant/Associate/Full Professor of the Practice
George Washington University
Computer Science
Washington, D.C., United States
Date Posted: Dec. 10, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134757&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e
Faculty Positions in Physics
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Physics
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India
Date Posted: Dec. 9, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134634&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Professor of Practice
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Recruitment
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
Date Posted: Dec. 9, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134630&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Tenure-Track Faculty Positions
Stevens Institute of Technology
Computer Science
Hoboken, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134502&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Teaching Faculty Position
Stevens Institute of Technology
Computer Science
Hoboken, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134500&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Multiple Tenure Stream Positions
University of Toronto
Computer Science
Toronto, ON, Canada
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134490&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Tenure Track Assistant Professor
Texas A&M University - College Station
Visualization
College Station, TX, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 5, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134440&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Two Chair Positions in Advanced Battery Research
Dalhousie University
Faculty of Science
Halifax, NS, Canada
Date Posted: Dec. 4, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134414&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Tenure Track Software Engr. & Data Sci. Faculty (Open-Rank)
The University of St. Thomas

St. Paul, MN, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134276&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Assistant Professor of Cybersecurity
University of Central Arkansas
Computer Science
Conway, AR, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134273&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Assistant/Associate Professors of Physics (117911)
The American University in Cairo
Physics
Cairo, Egypt
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134238&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Higher Colleges of Tech. (HCT) Faculty Recruitment Campai...
Human Resources
All locations in the UAE, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134205&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Part-Time Instructor Pool  Fall Program for Freshmen (FPF... University of California Berkeley
Berkeley, CA, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 22, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133954&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

Faculty positions in Magmatic Petrology
Nazarbayev University
School of Mining and Geosciences
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2019


Anticipated Twelve-Month Lecturer Positions 2020-2021 (Ma... Kean University
New Jersey Center for Science, Tech. and Mathematics (NJC... Union, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 15, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133625&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Anticipated Twelve-Month Lecturer Positions 2020-2021 (Co... Kean University
School of Computer Science
Union, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 15, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133616&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Research Technician, Plant Biology
North Carolina A & T State University
Natural Resources & Envir. Design
Lecturer
University of North Texas
Department of Physics
Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 12, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133369&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

IT Trainer, Cloud/Web Applications Devel. (Colorado Sprin...
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Colorado Springs, CO, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 11, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133290&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Research Scientist I
University of North Texas

Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133186&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Laboratory Technician, Physics
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University
Core Curriculum Program, Dept. of Mathematics and Natural...
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia
Date Posted: Nov. 7, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=133124&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Lecturer/ Assistant/ Associate Professor, Mathematics
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University
Core Curriculum Program
Al Khobar, Eastern, Saudi Arabia
Open Rank positions at the Dept. of Mathematics, School of Sciences and Humanities, Nazarbayev University, Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
Date Posted: Nov. 6, 2019

Assistant/Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences
Stevens Institute of Technology, Mathematical Sciences, Hoboken, NJ, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 30, 2019

Adjunct of Mathematics
St. Edward's University, Mathematics, Austin, TX, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 30, 2019

Lecturer (multiple-year)
University of North Texas, Denton, TX, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2019
Lecturer in Mathematics
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 16, 2019

Assistant Professor in Mathematical Biology
University of Kentucky
8E080:Mathematics
Lexington, KY, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 8, 2019

Tenure Track Assistant Professor of Mathematics
The University of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2019

Research / Laboratory Supervisor (6246U) - 27301 - 1219
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA, United States
Date Posted: Oct. 3, 2019

Adjunct Faculty
The University of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN, United States
Date Posted: Sep. 25, 2019
Faculty – General Studies (Mathematics)
Higher Colleges of Technology
Talent Acquisition
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Date Posted: Sep. 25, 2019

Assistant Professor
Columbia University in the City of New York
Applied Physics & Applied Mathematics
New York, NY, United States
Date Posted: Sep. 24, 2019

Faculty Positions in Mathematics
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar
Mathematics
Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India
Date Posted: Sep. 23, 2019

Assistant Professor
University of Texas at El Paso
Department of Mathematical Sciences
El Paso, TX, United States
Date Posted: Sep. 16, 2019

40+ faculty members in theoretical and computational Sci.
Shandong University (Qingdao)
Qingdao Institute for Theoretical and Computational Sciences
Qingdao, Shandong, China
Date Posted: Sep. 16, 2019
Assistant Teaching Professor - Calculus  
University of Kansas  
Mathematics  
Lawrence, KS, United States  
Date Posted: Sep. 11, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=128910&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

Recruitment for Department of Mathematics in SUSTech  
Southern University of Science and Technology  
Division of Science and Engineering  
Shenzhen, Guangdong, China  
Date Posted: Jul. 29, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=126790&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

Adjunct Instructor  
University of North Texas  
Department of Mathematics  
Denton, TX, United States  
Date Posted: Apr. 1, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=121604&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-8e

POST-DOCTORAL POSITIONS

Postdoctoral Scholar in Interdisciplinary Computation  
Harvey Mudd College  
Engineering  
Claremont, CA, United States  
Date Posted: Dec. 12, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134876&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-6e

Asst. Professor, School of Information Science: Informati...  
University of Kentucky  
8M500:School of Information Science  
Lexington, KY, United States  
Date Posted: Dec. 11, 2019
Postdoctoral Scholar
University of Chicago
Radiology
Chicago, IL, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 8, 2019

https://www.AcademicKeys.com/r?job=134623&o=1275315&t=SC200120m-7e

Postdoctoral Employee - Undergraduate Edu. Data Sci. - Da...
University of California Berkeley
N/A
Berkeley, CA, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 6, 2019

Postdoctoral Fellow-Statistical Modeling
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID, United States
Date Posted: Dec. 4, 2019

Doc. Candidates in Condensed Matter Physics and Quantum P...
Aalto University School of Electrical Engineering
Department of Electronics and Nanoengineering
Helsinki, Finland
Date Posted: Dec. 2, 2019
Assistant Professor, Physics  
North Carolina A & T State University  
Physics Dept  
Greensboro, NC, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 22, 2019

Research Fellowship Opportunities & Grad. Study in Scien...  
Humphrey School of Public Affairs, Univ. of Minnesota - T...  
Center for Science, Technology, and Environmental Policy  
Minneapolis, MN, United States  
Date Posted: Nov. 19, 2019

2198/1019F - Postdoctoral Research Associate/Fellow – Mul...  
The University of Sydney  
University of Sydney’s Faculty of Engineering  
Sydney, NSW, Australia  
Date Posted: Oct. 21, 2019

To view more academic jobs, visit: https://sciences.academickeys.com/

Change your email/subscribe directly:

Did you receive this e-Flier from a colleague and would like to continue to receive this or other e-Fliers from Academic Keys? Please proceed to the following page:

   https://www.academickeys.com/all/subscribe.php
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